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expansion, and then a sudden hitch. We knew it all before;
and just as we feel that history has no surprises left for us,
we stumble on the glorious discovery of South America.
For here is a vast region of the world of which our know-
ledge, apart from a vague notion that it once belonged to
Spain, is an almost total blank.   The fact is nothing to
be proud of, since a working knowledge of its history is
likely to be of far more value in the next hundred years
than a list of the Omayyad Caliphs or even a close acquain-
tance with the Second Punic War.   But what a pleasure
to alight upon a tract of history where nothing is familiar.
For the efforts of ten thousand novelists have not yet dimmed
the romance of the early years, of the first Spaniards peering
uncertainly between the trees at the smoke of strange
sacrifices, of the ample lives of Spanish Viceroys between
their palaces among the flowers and the incense of dim
cathedrals in the shadow of vast mountain-sides.   At that
stage South America is, perhaps, vaguely comprehensible in
European terms; but the most surprising revelation is of
its more recent history, of that region where we expect to
find ourselves most at home and are most thoroughly at
sea.   For we must learn the long vicissitudes of an inter-
minable War of Liberation that swayed up and down the
continent, of men roaring songs of freedom as they whirled
the bolas round their heads and lancers charging wildly
round the stolid infantry of Spain, of little armies winding
through the passes of stupendous mountain-ranges, of
Liberators clasping hands in Roman attitudes caught by
a thousand sculptors to lend dignity to a thousand squares.
The whole mythology is unfamiliar.   In the heroic legend
of South America we are among strange gods;  and the
delicious air of novelty continues to pervade the whole
succeeding century.   For we must learn a full gamut of
new names, to count the blessings of the Treaty of Ancon,
to look back at the golden age of Bartolome Mitre, to thrill
with the heroes of Yatay and Humaitd, to uncover as we
recall the crowning mercy of Caseros.   It is singularly

